
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Friday 17 September 2021 

Assalamualaikom 

We are now at the very end of Term 3, and what a term it has been! 

Even though, this was a term in which students studied remotely, the distance did not reduce the effort that 

students, staff and families put in to learning. It has been amazing to watch how teachers developed new and 

innovative teaching and learning activities which helped students to extend their skills and expand their knowledge. 

 

During Term 3, we provided remote learning opportunities to all the students which included: 

• Weekly work packages, including Arabic, Quran and Islamic studies as well  

• Weekly Homeroom bulletins and activities 

• Weekly morning assemblies 

• Weekly Islamic reminder meetings every afternoon 

• Daily TEAMs meetings with the teachers 

• Teams meeting with the Arabic, Quran and Islamic studies teachers 

• Weekly PDHPE videos for students to stay fit and healthy  

• Daily readings with the Librarian 

• A livestream Bookweek incursion 

• Counselling for students and their families 

• Parent information sessions 

• Learning Support  

When we return to school in Term 4 for remote learning, we will continue to hold our weekly morning assemblies. 

The first Welcome Back assembly will be held on Wednesday 6 October at 9:00am. Please join us, to start the term 

with prayer and Dua. 

Inshallah during the two-week break, everyone has a well deserved rest, however, I encourage all the children to 

read, read and read! You have some fabulous online sources such as ‘Get Epic’, which is a free resource during 

remote learning and Story Box. Use the details below to login into Story Box  

Username: MFISG 

Password: stories238 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Kindergarten Interviews 

Emails for kindergarten interview times are beginning to be sent to parents. The interviews will be online. We ask 

that you are early for your interview, and of course check that you have internet connection prior to the 

appointment.  

The interview will test for your child’s readiness for school, whereby children will be asked to spell their name, know 

their numbers up to 20, their ABCs, as well as colours shapes and basic instructions. We also expect the children to 

be able to recite Surat al Fatiha, plus one other short Surah. We ask that parents do not help the students during the 

interview and allow the child to answer questions independently.  

This is an exciting time and we wish all the children the very best. 

 

A look back at Term 3 

At the end of each term, we like to review what we have done and how far we have come. Certainly, this has been a 

different teaching and learning experience, however, staff continued to work hard at developing learning 

opportunities for the children to do at home. Here is a snapshot of what we have been doing in remote learning. 

PDHPE with Mr Saddik 

While we are on holiday, students can also access the fitness videos prepared by Mr Saddik by going to the class file 

and downloading the video. Here are some snippets of some fitness activities the students can do at home. 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Bookweek 

We normally have a fun, and lively Book Character Parade, and while we cold not be together, students on 

Kindergarten still dressed up in their favourite characters 

 

Book Week live show 

Normally the short listed books for the year are turned into a live performance. As everyone was in lockdown this 

year, the show still went ahead, but it was live streamed to our students. Some of our students even got a part in the 

show when their name was used in the play! The books that were performed were; How to make a bird; Ellie’s 

dragon; and Norton and Bear. 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Week 10 Learning theme: Spring  

To celebrate Spring, classes across the school engaged in topics which incorporated the season ‘Spring” a time of 

renewal and rebirth. For example, in Year 3 in Creative Arts, students were asked to find Spring plants and leaves 
from their garden and spell out a word, by gluing them on a piece of paper (or painted cardboard as seen below). 
Jibril Abdo from 3Blue showed an outstanding effort, illustrating creativity and innovation, by selecting the 
appropriate materials he needed to spell out his name.  

 

Science 

Although in remote learning, both teachers and students found innovative ways, to conduct Science experiments. 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

R U OK Week 

To celebrate R U OK week, further to initiatives by the School counsellors and Wellbeing coordinators students took 

part in class based activities which helped to raise feelings of empathy, in which they created cards and posters, and 

sent messages of good will to friends. 

 

 

This is just a snapshot of the teaching and learning that has been taking place in remote learning during Term 3. As 

you can see, distance has not slowed us down at all, and we will continue to give our best to our students in Term 4.  

Prayers to our families 

Sadly, we are all aware of someone who has been affected by the COVID virus in one way or another. We extend our 

sincerest prayers and Dua to them and their families, and we hope they have a speedy recovery and a return to good 

health InshAllah. 

In conclusion, from all of us in the Primary, have a relaxing and safe break, and we will see you InshAllah, very soon 

Stay safe and take care, 

Wasalam 

Ms El-Ahmad 

Head of Campus 

 

 


